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Unlike physical abuse, emotional abuse doesn't leave visible evidence. Psychological 
abuse may not leave visible scars, but often causes deep emotional pain that wears you 
down over time, may subsequently limit the length of your career as a dancer, and may 
negatively impact your view of yourself and your outlook on the artform. While emotional 
abuse is often subtle, the signs of abuse are recognizable. 
 
Signs of Emotional Abuse 
 
Emotional abuse obviously includes name calling and violent statements . The abuse is 1

often harder to detect when it is masked in non-violent statements. For instance, 
statements such as "I love you, but..." or "If you don't..., I will..." are statements that say 
your choreographer's attention or interest is conditional on characteristics other than 
professional ability or competency, and they aren't afraid to take it away.  
 
Other types of emotional abuse in dance include: 

● Threatening lesser casting if you hesitate or question the choreographer’s 
actions, words or intentions. 

● Coercing you or the group to work at an unhealthy level, or in poor conditions  2

that are contradictory to your agreements/contract  
● Using coercion or threats to keep you dancing if you become injured or physically 

unable to continue in a healthy manner  
● Making threats to convince you to stay in the work if you’ve suggested you might 

want to leave the job. 
● Humiliating you in front of your colleagues and friends. This includes making 

jokes about you in front of others and using sarcasm to communicate. 

1 Name calling could look like derogatory nicknames or any other terms aimed at you that are meant to 
threaten your confidence or dignity. Violent statements could refer negatively to- or call unwanted 
attention to- your weight, appearance, body type, clothing choices, hairstyle, gender identity, race, sexual 
orientation, intimate details about sexuality or references to intimate sexual acts.  
2 Examples of appropriate work conditions include safe/proper dance flooring, comfortable studio/stage 
temperature, adequate break times, adequate compensation, etc.  
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● Constant criticism is a form of emotional abuse. Your choreographer may 
criticize your work ethic, your choice of clothing, your body, the way you 
eat, or how you spend time outside of the studio/rehearsals. 

● Using language or behavior to isolate you from the rest of your colleagues 
or turn the group against you 

● Using the "silent treatment" to manipulate behavior/send a message/punish you; 
avoiding you; refusing to communicate. 

● Having work “affairs” with other dancers (suddenly shifting attention to another 
cast, cover, or dancer to spite you or punish you), or developing inappropriate  
relationships that are harmful to the creative process.  

● Limiting your behavior or personal/private relationships outside of the 
workplace . 3

 

An extreme form of emotional abuse is manipulating situations in an effort to confuse 
you or to make you doubt your sanity.  
 
For example, if your choreographer suddenly: 
  

1. changes casts without explanation  
2. suddenly contradicts an aspect of the work agreement by saying it was 

never confirmed  
3. changes rehearsal dates/times/durations despite previous agreed-upon 

scheduling and availability  
4. continually says “the check is in the mail”  
5. performs generosity, affection, and love despite actions that do not 

support those words/reality 
 

...you may begin to doubt what you know to be true . 4

 
Recognizing Abuse 
 

3 George Balanchine was notorious for controlling Ballerinas’ intimate partner relationships outside of 
work and often retaliated against his view of unfavorable behavior -such as when dancers became 
pregnant or engaged- by taking away their rank, jobs, or opportunities.  
4 This can also be called “gaslighting”. Gaslighting is a form of psychological manipulation in which a 
person seeks to sow seeds of doubt in a targeted individual or in members of a targeted group, making 
them question their own memory, perception, or sanity. Using denial, misdirection, contradiction, and 
lying, gaslighting involves attempts to destabilize the victim and delegitimize the victim's beliefs.(wiki) 
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Often, emotional abuse begins gradually and increases in scale over a period of time. 
This slow escalation is one of the reasons that emotional abuse is so hard to detect. 
When you are exposed to constant emotional abuse, your self-confidence, self-esteem 
and sense of well-being begin to plummet. After a while, you may begin to believe the 
negative things that your choreographer is saying with their words, behavior, or 
actions. 
 
It's even more difficult to recognize the abuse when your choreographer tries to help 
you relieve the anxiety, depression or other symptoms that result from the abuse. Your 
choreographer may be well-liked by colleagues, critics, and in many cases the 
entire dance or art world, but if even one of your friends or colleagues notices the 
abusive behavior, they can help you to recognize it. Take the opinions of your close, 
personal friends or colleagues seriously if they suggest your choreographer is 
emotionally abusive. 
 
If friends or family aren't available, talk to a counselor external from the dance work 
place or other professional if you suspect emotional abuse within your dance class or 
dance job. Seeking help from a professional counselor or therapist is also the most 
effective way to rebuild your self-esteem and confidence after leaving an emotionally 
abusive relationship. 
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